
Short Vowel Sounds 

If they get stuck on a word in a story or a school book, try to sound it out. 

Use the Vowel Sound First tool, eg. if the word is sat, spot the vowel sound first 

and ask them to say it out loud so their ears can help them to blend. 

The vowels are a, e, i, o, u  

 

When vowels are on their own or can’t reach other vowels we call them short 

vowel sounds: 

a as in ant e as in egg i as in ink o as in on u as in up 

 

 

Try reading these words by spotting the vowel sound first and then blending the 

sounds together. 

Step 1 – Spot, point and say the vowel sound first:    a 

Step 2 – Blend it with the sounds before it like this:    ca 

Step 3 – Blend them with the sounds after the vowel and say the word: cat 

 

Practise these words. Say the Vowel Sound First. Read the words across and 

then read the list down. How fast can you say them?  

a e i o u 

cat set lit mop cup 

map pen tip not hut 

ramp test pink shop hunt 

pram bless spill lost stunts 

plant shell split plot crunch 

splash steps script stomp scrunch 
 

 

***Extra Help*** 

Ask your child to use their Reading Finger when they read. 

Step 1 – They can use it to point at the vowel sound first and then say the sound 

out loud. 

Step 2 – They can use their finger to cover parts of a word they don’t want to 

focus on yet. Like the end of the word, once they’ve spotted the vowel sound. 

Step 3 - They can also use their Reading Finger to slide under the word to help 

them to blend it altogether together in Step 3. Use your finger first to show them 

how. 


